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Abstract
Prior research has revealed that spatial abilities are crucial for STEM achievement and attainment. The
connection between the digital and physical worlds provided by embodied interaction has been shown to
enhance performance and engagement in educational contexts. Spatial reasoning is a domain that lends
itself naturally to embodied, physical interaction; however, there is little understanding of how embodied
interaction could be incorporated into educational technology designed to train spatial reasoning skills. We
presented a custom-built computer game for training spatial reasoning skills and a gestural interface that
implements embodied interaction design in the learning setting. In addition, we proposed a series of gesture
set design derived from an iterative design approach that is easy for children to acquire, shows su cient
congruency to specific spatial operations, and enables robust recognition from the system. Several guidelines
for gestural interaction in spatial education games were also extracted from the design process based on an
empirical study with students at a local afterschool program. We also compared children’s behaviors when
playing the game with our gestural interface and traditional mouse-based interface and found that children
take more time but fewer steps to complete game levels when using gestures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
While STEM education remains as top national priority for many countries over these years, it is not
the first time STEM education finds favor with spotlights at this magnitude in history. Back in the 60’s, the
American President J. F. Kennedy addressed his vision of the role technology would play for the future: ”The
growth of our science and education will be enriched by new knowledge of our universe and environment, by
new techniques of learning and mapping and observation, by new tools and computers for industry, medicine,
the home as well as the school.” (Moon Speech at Rice University, September 12, 1962). This vision pushed
the generation to take on the challenge of driving technology breakthroughs which, eventually, put a man
on the moon. Now that ”space race” had anchored its place in the history, the tech boom born in the late
90’s keeps surging until today even though the economy stumbled heavily a few times. There is little doubt
that both the public and corporate sectors worldwide recognize the challenge of meeting high demand for
jobs requiring skills in the STEM domain [Mayo, 2009, Sanders, 2009].
More specifically, we see a rising awareness that spatial reasoning skills is one key factor to predict
success in STEM disciplines [Uttal et al., 2012b, Wai et al., 2009, Granic et al., 2014]. They are also found
to be malleable and transferable to di↵erent tasks with spatially enriched education [Uttal et al., 2012a].
As a result, extensive training of spatial skills at an early age become crucial for not only STEM education
programs but also addressing the general spatial ability gap, which may otherwise block the gateway into
STEM fields for motivated students [Wauck et al., 2017]. Embodied learning, on the other hand, has become
a popular learning method to study as recent research revealed that it could enhance the e↵ectiveness and
engagement of learning [Lindgren and Johnson-Glenberg, 2013] by leveraging the embodied nature of human
cognition to help enact abstract knowledge and concepts through body activity. Together, [Clifton et al.,
2016] presented evidence showing that the relationship between body, action, and space help shape our spatial
cognition and identified the elements of interaction in embodied systems that engage spatial cognition. This
opened up the opportunity to investigate how di↵erent categories of embodied interaction could be designed
for spatial ability training in educational interventions.
In this work, we explore this direction by focusing on a widely adopted embodiment technique – gestural
interaction – and its experience for students when deployed in the spatial skill learning process. We developed
a gestural interface with a video game designed specifically for training children’s spatial reasoning skills.
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The video game is a 3D construction game where the players essentially build items by attaching the virtual
constituent parts together in multiple levels. The game was developed based on [Wauck et al., 2017] with
grounding in educational theory and cognitive science research, so that the game mechanics for building
items like object rotation and alignment tap into di↵erent components of the spatial abilities including
mental rotation, 2D to 3D projection, spatial visualization, etc. [Linn and Petersen, 1985, Sims and Mayer,
2002]. Furthermore, we incorporated human gestures with game controls using Leap Motion controller1 and
followed the theoretical principle of gestural congruency [Segal, 2011] to map the gesture control scheme
for manipulating virtual objects to humans’ cognitive framework underlying these manipulations in the real
world. Overall, a series of gesture control sets for spatial operation in the game was presented from our
prototyping phase as well as iterative design phase that involved playtesting sessions with the children.
We also discussed the design decisions in detail and condensed guidelines for future endeavor on designing
gestural interfaces of video games training spatial ability.
A main reason of introducing gesturing for embodiment in spatial reasoning ability training is that it
is one of the commonly used non-verbal means of thinking when handling spatial tasks, and hence, the
sensorimotor experiences during this process can provide a strong foundation for the education for spatial
reasoning training. The other reason is that, with goals for strengthening STEM education in mind like the
Administration’s note advocating ”we need to recruit and train math and science teachers to support our
nations students” (White House Press Release, September 27, 2010), it is of high importance to consider
how to put the proposed novel learning methods into practice when designing the system. And using
gestures for learning holds the potential in this regard as the current gesture recognition technology has
enabled convenient ways to integrate our hands, an always-available device, with digital contents. The Leap
Motion controller used in this work has the advantages on high accuracy for small-scale movements, sound
development support, portability, and a↵ordability, which provide essential attributes to deploy in classroom
settings for the teachers.
Another important aspect of our work is the use of an educational video game rather than traditional
instructional methods. While we are experiencing a boost in the ecosystem that helps individuals creating
more complicated and realistic simulations of the world with virtual environments, it also allows video games
to be built on top of these simulations where the player can construct their understanding of the world
through actions and experiences in a constructivist context [Prawat and Floden, 1994]. Our construction
video game serves as a paradigm that introduces 3D virtual simulation of constructing di↵erent objects using
smaller pieces like LEGO, and bundles game mechanics designed to map closely with the learning goal. We
1https://www.leapmotion.com
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expect future learning environments for spatial reasoning skills training could incorporate these aspects and
techniques so that students could learn e↵ectively with high engagement. Ultimately, these derivative non-
traditional education methods may help students to thrive in STEM areas and become the equalizer for the
new generation to bring technology breakthroughs.
Our methods for evaluating the gestural interface and the overall design comprise an iterative design
process for gesture control set and a comparison study of the gesture-controlled and traditional mouse-
controlled game involving students to provide feedback on their experiences with the two interfaces. In the
first phase of the gesture set design, we recruited a small group of children to play with our prototype to
acquire initial knowledge about how might children learn and perform gesture controls. After reworking on
the prototype, we conducted more playtesting sessions to refine the design iteratively from our observations
and presented four versions of gesture sets.
On the other hand, for our comparison study involving 15 participants from an afterschool program
in the Urbana area, it is important to distinguish between whether gestures are used as controllers, by
which interface objects are manipulated, and whether gestures can help students learn. This distinction
should be highlighted because as controllers, gestures are likely not as good as other commonly used input
devices, such as the mouse, as current gesture sensing technologies still cannot provide the level of precision
of control as these traditional devices. We are mainly interested in the integration of embodied interaction
through gestures into the cognitive operations of spatial reasoning, which enables stronger perceptual-motor
grounding of these operations [Barsalou, 2010]. Therefore, our evaluation is more focused on the extent
to which we find evidence that the gesture-based interfaces encourage learning, and how they help engage
students during the game.
The in-game behavior data revealed that participants performed fewer rotations when using gestures than
when using the mouse, but completed a similar number of part attachment tasks, suggesting that gestures
may encourage more deliberation when performing spatial operations. The survey results also suggest
that gestures were as engaging as mouse control, which aligns with the notion that physical engagement
in embodied interaction can have conceptual development benefits in education [Lindgren and Johnson-
Glenberg, 2013].
3
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The contribution of this work benefits from related work in the following areas: using video games for
spatial skill training, enhancing spatial cognition with embodiment, and improving gesture-based interaction.
The first area includes studies on various genres of video games and their e↵ect on di↵erent aspects of
the player’s spatial ability. The second area discusses the e↵ect of incorporating embodied interactions
into learning concepts related to spatial cognition. Previous works on improving gesture-based interaction
proposed di↵erent approaches to design intuitive and comprehensive interaction methods as well as analyzed
the factors in design a↵ecting users’ preference.
2.1 Spatial Skill Training in Video Games
Spatial ability has been gaining increasing attention in recent years for being a strong predictor of future
success in STEM fields [Uttal et al., 2012b, Wai et al., 2009]. In addition, many research has shown that video
games could be particularly useful for training spatial ability, potentially outweighing traditional methods
of training like workbook exercises.
Skilled Tetris players, for example, displayed greater performance on mental rotation tasks compared to
non-Tetris players [Sims and Mayer, 2002]. Student players also showed evident gain in spatial visualization
ability after playing shooter arcade game Zaxxon [Dorval and Pe´pin, 1986]. Furthermore, mainstream action
video games like Super Mario, Portal 2, and Medal of Honor have been studied for their e↵ects on improving
spatial skills [Ku¨hn et al., 2013, Shute et al., 2015, Feng et al., 2007] or cognitive skills like visual attention,
processing speed, etc [Green and Bavelier, 2007, Green and Bavelier, 2003, Green and Bavelier, 2006, Green
and Bavelier, 2012, Green et al., 2010].
2.2 Embodiment in Learning Conceptual Knowledge
Researchers have previously applied embodied interaction to systems in the educational context based
on the theory of grounded cognition and attempted to enhance the e↵ectiveness of learning conceptual
knowledge. Embodied interaction powered with diverse technologies including interfaces designed for gestural
4
Dimension Values
Physicality Embodied — Enacted — Manipulated — Surrogate — Augmented
Transforms PPt — PDt — DPt
Mapping Discrete — Co-located — Embedded
Correspondence Symbolic — Literal
Table 2.1: Part of design framework proposed in [Melcer and Isbister, 2016] for physical interaction group in embodied
learning systems.
PPt: physical action ! physical e↵ect transform, PDt: physical action ! digital e↵ect transform, DPt: digital action
! physical e↵ect transform. Bold-faced Values correspond to the properties of our system.
input involves more of our senses than traditional interfaces like mouse and keyboard [Segal, 2011]. We
reviewed some examples that used di↵erent modalities to include embodiment in solving tasks related to
conceptual knowledge like spatial reasoning, as well as how this work positioned in a design framework for
embodied learning.
Lindgren and Moshell used MR (mixed reality) to experiment with adopting body-based metaphors
into the process of learning conceptual domain knowledge, where the body movements of students were
represented by the behavior of virtual asteroid in a planetary astronomy simulation [Lindgren and Moshell,
2011]. They found that students created more dynamic mental models to understand the core concept of
the content and proposed that MR could physically engage children their learning of a domain.
Zhang et al. investigated the e↵ect of five interaction modalities, including gesture interaction, on solving
spatio-visual problems, and suggested that physical expressions would a↵ect the quality of the solutions to
such problems [Zhang et al., 2016]. Also, Chang incorporated virtual reality headset and tangible interface
in a spatial puzzle-solving game to study perspective taking ability, a subskill of spatial cognition [Chang,
2017].
To further untangle the relationship between embodiment and learning, a hierarchical design framework
for embodied learning games was proposed in [Melcer and Isbister, 2016]. Our system could be best described
using their framework in Table 2.1 with having (a) embodied Physicality – the body plays the primary
constituent role in cognition [Shapiro, 2010], focuses on gestural congruency and how the body can physically
represent learning concepts [Johnson-Glenberg et al., 2014], (b) discrete Mapping – input and output are
located separately, (c) physical action to digital e↵ect (PDt) Transform – actions performed in physical
world having an e↵ect in digital form, and (d) literal Correspondence – physical properties and actions are
closely mapped to the learning concepts and metaphor of the domain.
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2.3 Gesture Design
Recently, Microsoft Research initiated the Project Prague1, a software development kit (SDK) compatible
with Intel RealSense SR300 camera and Microsoft Kinect v2 camera enabling developers to define customized
hand gestures and connect controls with other applications. In their paper, [Krupka et al., 2017] formulated
a language for the definition of poses and gestures. By decomposing the way people naturally describe hand
poses, 102 qualitative propositions were created based o↵ of four basic predicates. The conjunction of the
propositions defined the hand poses, as the sequence of hand poses constituted the gestures. The Project
Prague indeed opened up many opportunities in the development and employment of general and practical
gestural interfaces.
On the other hand, [Soh et al., 2013] focused on establishing a set of gestures for 3D object manipulations
that also appear to our game. The authors noted that their main considerations when crafting gesture design
were reproducing real-world interaction and understanding the technical constraints of Microsoft Kinect. The
proposed gesture set allowed users to perform moving and rotation as well as switching between manipulation
modes. However, the accuracy of the system was rated slightly low in the user study, suggesting more room
to enhance the gestures designed.
While the previous two works discussed about their rationale of designing gestural interaction and the
technology recognizing the gestures, [Liu and Thomas, 2017] conducted experiments investigating the trade-
o↵ between user e↵ort and system reliability of gesture interface, and suggested that physical e↵ort greatly
influenced a gestures attractiveness and user’s satisfaction.
2.4 Summary
Research in the above areas provided a sound foundation to further exploring the opportunities in em-
bodied interaction and embodied learning for spatial skills. In addition, studies on framing the paradigm
for gestural interface design has brought up insights in terms of formulating gesture languages and design
trade-o↵s. However, to the best of our knowledge, no one has yet studied how di↵erent factors in gesture
design could tap into the cognitive operations for spatial reasoning skills. Also, few examples focused on
employing embodiment specifically in non-traditional learning methods like using video games for enhancing
STEM education. This work attempts to fill the gap in these regards, by not only building an applica-
tion substantiating one way to leverage the embodiment provided by gestures in spatial learning, but also
presented lessons learned and implications when designing gesture language for children from experiments.
1https://labs.cognitive.microsoft.com/en-us/project-prague
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Chapter 3
Research Questions
The overarching goal of this project is to explore the potential of learning spatial reasoning skills supported
by gestural interface, and to craft an e↵ective design of gestures in this setting. Our research questions focus
on how to approach the design of gestural interaction so that children can benefit from its sensorimotor
experience in spatial cognition for learning. Moreover, we also want to understand further the gain or lack
of the system we built compared with the traditional interface for general improvements of the system in
the future and a clearer distinction of the advantages two interfaces possess.
• RQ1: What are the factors we should consider when designing gestural interaction meth-
ods for our video game training children’s spatial skills?
Some of the common factors taken into account when developing gestural interaction methods are
technological complexity, learnability, intuition, and ergonomics [Nielsen et al., 2004]. We would like
to analyze how these factors come into play, given our application being for children to learn and
perform spatial operations in 3D video games.
• RQ2: How do we find the balance among these factors?
The choice of using Leap Motion as the gestural input device o↵ers the some advantages and disad-
vantages, which will later be explained in Section 4.3. Hence, the technology does have constraints
that need to be compromised in the design. Same goes with other factors like whether the gestures are
easy to learn, are able to cover game controls comprehensively, or require less e↵ort to perform. We
would discuss how to reach a balanced design regarding the factors identified in RQ1.
• RQ3: What are the di↵erences between using the gestural interface and the traditional
mouse-based interface when performing spatial operations in the video game?
While a gestural interface is not universally the best interface for any application, we are interested in
how di↵erent the children would perform using the two types of controls of the video game. Several
metrics derived from game data and interactional behaviors observed from gameplay would be analyzed
and compared for the two interfaces.
• RQ4: What do children like and dislike about our system and the gestural interface?
7
We are also interested in the children’s preferences about the gestural interface proposed. Since most
of them have never interacted with digital content using in-air gestures before, these opinions provide
valuable input for us to understand the potential obstacles for untrained mind to accommodate such
novel interaction method.
We would go over the details of our system, including the game mechanic of the video game, imple-
mentation of the gestural interface, and the iterative design process of gesture control set to discuss RQ1
and RQ2. An empirical study with students from an afterschool program, that consisted of spatial tests,
gameplay using our application, and survey questions, would also be presented along with the behavior and
qualitative data to address RQ3 and RQ4.
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Chapter 4
System Design
4.1 Overview
Our system includes a third person computer video game that requires a stationary player to construct
objects in a virtual 3D scene, as well as a gestural interface for control how to manipulate the objects
(Figure 4.1). The video game also supports gameplay using traditional interface with mouse and keyboard
for running experiment comparing them with the gestural interface. Since our gestural interface was built
with Leap Motion controller and placed around 30 centimeters in front of the game screen on a flat surface,
most children player chose to stand for their hands to hover easier above the sensor when playing.
4.2 Construction Video Game
The goal of our construction video game focuses on asking players to manipulate virtual object in a 3D
environment using their spatial reasoning abilities, in particular mental rotation and projection. The major
game mechanics features constructing a target object in each level, by starting with only one base part and
then attaching additional sub parts to base one by one. The player can proceed to the next level after
completing the target object with each level equipping di↵erent challenging components.
The video game was built using Unity 5.61. Unity is a professional game engine software for developing
2D, 3D games and virtual simulation for desktop, console and mobile. With in-house strong physical engine
and editing tool, Unity helps developers streamline the process of building all kinds of scenes. On top of
that, Leap Motion provides SDK (software development kit) and modules like interaction engine and hand
models compatible with Unity, facilitating prototyping gestural control and implementation of customized
gesture input. These advantages motivated us to chose Unity as the game development platform.
4.2.1 Gameplay
The game’s interface, as shown in Figure 4.2, contains the 2D image of a completed target object at the
top left corner as a guide, while the rest of the display presents the virtual 3D scene where player could
1https://unity3d.com/unity/whats-new/unity-5.6.0
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(a) Using one hand to rotate the virtual object.
(b) Using two hands to change the player perspective.
Figure 4.1: System overview.
Figure 4.2: Game scene of Sledgehammer level.
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(a) Blue red cube with correct orientation and close
enough to base part.
(b) Blue red cube successfully attaches to base part.
Next sub part appears.
Figure 4.3: Gameplay: successful attachment.
(a) Blue red cube with wrong orientation for
attachment.
(b) Rotation error panel pops up when attempting
to attach
Figure 4.4: Gameplay: rotation error.
attach di↵erent subs parts to the base object.
Initially, the game scene displays a base object at the center and a sub part on the side. By observing
the 2D image at the top left, the player needs to figure out the correct location on base object for the sub
part to attach to. The black areas signify the locations that are attachable. The perspective (or camera
angle) of the game scene can be rotated as a tactic to better find the location to attach sub parts; however,
the 2D image will always display the target object at a fixed angle.
The player can press the space key to switch between Movement and Rotation modes to control sub
parts. After rotating the sub part controlling to the correct orientation and moving it near the attachment
location, the player could use a connect gesture or hit the enter key to initiate the attachment. The base
part cannot be moved nor rotated.
There are two types of errors a player can make when attempting to attach the sub parts. If the player
has moved the sub part close to the attachment location within a threshold and has rotated the part so that
it is aligned correctly, then the attachment attempt succeeds (Figure 4.3). However, if the player attempts
to attach two parts when the sub part is still too far, the system would prompt a wrong distance error
(Figure 4.5). If the player attempts to attach two parts but fails to align them properly by rotating, the
system would prompt a wrong rotation error (Figure 4.4). Only when an attachment attempt succeeds will
11
(a) Blue red cube too far for attachment.
(b) Distance error panel pops up when attempting
to attach
Figure 4.5: Gameplay: wrong distance error.
Key Shortcut Action
Enter/Return Attachment
Space Switch control mode: Movement and Rotation
R
Reset sub part’s position
(it sometimes gets moved outside of screen with gestures)
S Skip level
Table 4.1: Keyboard shortcuts for game actions.
the next sub part appear by the base for next attachment. Also, the order of the sub parts to appear has
been predefined and hence the player would only focus on the sub part in the scene.
All sub parts need to be attached to base to complete each level and the game would proceed. Additional
controls such as shortcut keys are presented in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 Game Levels
We designed four di↵erent levels for the construction video game: Tutorial, Cubical, Rocket Boots, and
Sledgehammer. In a gameplay session, the player would play with order (1) Tutorial, (2) Cubical, and (3)
either Rocket Boots or Sledgehammer.
• The Tutorial level (3 parts, Figure 4.6) contains 3 di↵erent basic part shapes, all of the same color,
focusing the player’s attention on distinguishing di↵erent shapes to keep things simple. It serves as a
tutorial level for players to learn and familiarize with the game controls.
• The Cubical level (4 parts, Figure 4.7) uses only cuboids and cubes for part shapes with varied colors,
forcing the player to pay attention to the 2D image of the completed target object.
• The Rocket Boots level (6 parts, Figure 4.8) uses more complex shapes, serving as a challenging level.
The player needs to observe the 2D picture carefully to build the object, as some sub parts look
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(a) Target object.
(b) 3 sub parts.
Figure 4.6: Tutorial level.
(a) Target object. (b) 4 sub parts.
Figure 4.7: Cubical level.
attachable to multiple locations on the base part.
• The Sledgehammer level (11 parts, Figure 4.9) is also considerably more challenging than the Tutorial
and Cubical levels. All parts but one have the same color, some parts have similar shapes, and some
are partially occluded by other parts in the 2D image. The player needs to notice subtle details and
reason carefully about how the 3D parts matched the image to break this level.
Game Feature Spatial Operation
Object Alignment Spatial Visualization
Object Rotation
Physical Rotation
Mental Rotation
Attachment Location Matching
2D to 3D Projection
Shape Matching
Table 4.2: The mapping of construction game features designed and specific spatial operations.
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(a) Target object.
(b) 6 sub parts.
Figure 4.8: Rocket Boots level.
(a) Target object.
(b) 11 sub parts.
Figure 4.9: Sledgehammer level.
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(a) Hover hand about 2 feet above Leap Motion controller.
(b) Interaction area, by 2 feet wide on each side, by 2 feet
deep on each side.
Figure 4.10: Leap Motion controller.
4.2.3 Game Features & Spatial Cognition
We designed our game features derived from a prior work of Wauck et al. [Wauck et al., 2017] to shape
the relations between di↵erent game features and specific spatial operations shown in Table 4.2. For example,
the player needs to observe the 2D image to determine the correct location to attach two parts, spatial skills
like 2D-to-3D projection and shape matching are required. In addition, finding the correct orientation of sub
parts for attachment maps to skills like physical and mental rotation.
4.3 Gestural Interface: Leap Motion Controller
As gestural input devices with di↵erent apparatus ranging from wired gloves, depth cameras, to stereo
cameras o↵er varied strengths and weaknesses in terms of recognition accuracy, form factor, environment
light limitation, etc., the choice of using Leap Motion (Figure 4.10) has some advantages in the context of
this project. The Leap Motion sensor is (1) portable: can transmit data and powered via one USB cable
connected to Mac or PC, (2) a↵ordable: priced around $80 USD with free development support, has (3)
high resolution: able to recognize refined finger movements with position accuracy of around 1.0 mm, and
has (4) non-intrusive form factor: allow free hand movement within the sensing area. These characteristics
enable Leap Motion with simple set up in a smaller observation area and to be suitable to apply in classroom
settings.
However, it still su↵ers from several drawbacks: (1) self-occlusion: where fingers would become untrace-
able when other parts of the hand obstruct the camera, (2) sensing range is limited to about 2 feet in height,
depth and width (Figure 4.10b2), (3) recognition performance would drop under strong light environment.
2http://blog.leapmotion.com/hardware-to-software-how-does-the-leap-motion-controller-work/
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Figure 4.11: Gesture set for prototype design.
(a) Movement, (b)-(d) Y/Z/X-axis Rotation, (e) Attachment, (f) Changing Perspective, (g) Navigation in Menu, (h)
Selection in Menu
Figure 4.12: Game menu for sub parts in prototype.
The player can select which sub part to attach to the base part in the prototype, but the menu was removed in the
later version of the game.
While our gesture set does need to compromise with some of these constraints, it is through an iterative
design process that allow us to figure out a more e↵ective design.
4.4 Prototype & Preliminary Study
4.4.1 Gesture Design
Figure 4.11 shows the control gesture set of the initial phase of our design. For (a), the player makes
a fist so that the sub part in control moves following the direction and speed of the fist’s movement. To
provide a more intuitive way for the player to perform rotation, we leveraged the concept of coordinate
system when children studied about 3D space to design gestures (b)-(d). Anchored with the 3 coordinate
axes, the player could swipe left/right, up/down, or forward/backward to rotate the sub part in control in Y,
Z, or X direction respectively. The sub would rotate 90 degrees at a time for each swiping gesture performed
in order to construct the target object.
For two-handed gestures (e) and (f), they were again designed attempting to match the concepts of their
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operations, in the hope of making them easier to learn and recall. The clapping gesture in (e) for attachment
implies completeness and that the two parts are ”good to combine”. As for (f), we imagined that the player
would think the 3D scene on the screen is within their reach and that they could rotate their perspective
by slightly grabbing the scene around. We also developed gestures (g) and (h) supporting the interaction
with the sub part menu (see Figure 4.12) in the prototype. The player could make fists with both hands to
pull up the menu, move one hand horizontally to navigate to di↵erent sub parts in the menu, and then grab
with one hand again to select and close the menu. However, our focus was still on the gestures described in
Figure 4.11 which the player would be using intensively to complete the spatial tasks.
The implementation of gesture recognition is primarily based on the hand positions detected by Leap
Motion controller. The APIs of Leap Motion provide handy gesture classes and properties like swipe gesture
(SwipeGesture) and grabbing intensity for creating customized gesture recognition. We tried di↵erent con-
figurations of some common parameters for implementing robust gesture control, like gestures speed, length
or direction, time gaps between each gesture, and grabbing intensity, etc.
4.5 Iterative Gesture Control Design
While the prototype showed adequate usability in the preliminary study, we figured that there were
several issues that need to be addressed in later design. A crucial pitfall of the Rotation gesture was the
di culty of distinguishing between the actual swiping gesture and the following movement of the hand
returning back to its initial position. This natural inclination to move the hand back and forth confused
the Leap Motion controller and its SwipeGesture API; thus, it often produced unintended rotations to the
frustration of players. We also felt that the gesture used in the prototype discretized the rotation process,
where the player could only rotate the parts in 90 degree increments in the direction of the swipe. This
mitigated the fact that rotation in the real world happens continuously and the ability to control such
continuous visual flow could benefit spatial learning [Holmes et al., 2017].
On top of that, it is studied that the motor system is leveraged in the use of mental rotation skills
with tests showing the e↵ect of performing congruent and non-congruent actions when attempting to solve
complicated mental rotation problems [Chandrasekharan et al., 2006]. For further studies, we also wanted
to concentrate on the embodiment more directly related to spatial abilities as well as to reduce the physical
and cognitive loads the player may have when performing gestures for other game operations. We thereby
decided to narrow down our gesture design focuses on only three specific spatial operations – movement,
rotation, and changing perspective – in the game and displayed the sub parts in predefined orders as stated
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in Section 4.2.1 for the player.
Combining the test-play sessions with the user study described later in Chapter 5, we came up with four
versions (denoted as V1, V2, V3, and the Final version) of gesture control designs in the iterative design
process. We recruited 2 participants to test-play the construction video game with our gestural interface in
each session, and then iteratively revised the design based on the participants’ feedback and our observations
during gameplay or from the post-game survey.
4.5.1 Version 1
The major di↵erence between this version and our prototype is the Rotation gesture. We addressed the
two drawbacks from the prototype by changing the rotation scheme based on the following idea. When
building something with ours hands, such as a LEGO set, we can manipulate the pieces freely and rotate
them in any direction. We redesigned the Rotation gesture to support such freedom by binding the angle
of player’s hand to that of the piece being manipulated. Movement and rotation would both be activated
as long as players form a closed fist close to an object in the game. This embodied the players’ hands more
holistically as the virtual object in contrast with swiping gestures in the prototype. When the player opens
their hand, the piece would stop rotating or moving and return to one of the 6 possible orientations parallel
to the x, y, and z axes, and the player could then attach the piece to the base object.
4.5.2 Version 2
During the game play session of V1, the participants had a lot of trouble getting Leap Motion to accurately
distinguish between movement, rotation, and releasing from rotation or movement. Particularly frustrating
for players were situations in which they had the part rotated properly, but then as they tried to move the
part to the correct position, the game detected a rotation operation rather than movement, and as a result,
the part became incorrectly rotated. This led us to design V2 splittingMovement and Rotation into 2 modes
as in bottom part of Figure 4.2 and the player can switch between by hitting the space key. Both modes
used the same gestures as in V1, but our hope was that the player would be able to perform both operations
with confidence that they would be detected correctly.
4.5.3 Version 3
While the V2 design avoided the confusion the system encountered between movement and rotation,
another problem with our Leap Motion gestures emerged. Leap Motion could not track the hand’s rotation
in a robust way. We attributed this problem to the hurdle for Leap Motion’s depth camera to distinguish
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(a) Rotation x.
(b) Rotation y. (c) Rotation z.
Figure 4.13: Final Rotation gestures.
di↵erent orientations of a closed fist. Hence, rather than turning to other gesture sensing devices, we used a
di↵erent hand position for rotation in V3. We decided to use the opposite hand posture – keeping the palm
flat and open – to enable rotation (Figure 4.13). When the player tilted their hand in one direction, the
object would begin rotating in that direction until the player’s hand closed back into a fist.
4.5.4 Final Version
We observed less frustration and more motivation from the two participants using V3 in the game play
session. One thing we noticed was that the participants would sometimes get confused with the two di↵erent
mechanisms to enable movement and rotation. They would switch to rotate mode and attempt to rotate
pieces with their hand closed, or vice versa. In the fourth and the final version, we went on changing the
Movement gesture so that the player would use the same open flat palm to perform movement and rotation
for consistency.
4.5.5 Guidelines
While embodied activities have the potential to enhance learning, we believe that they need to be
designed adaptively to fit with the conceptual knowledge we expect the participant to learn. Drawing
upon our experience in the user study, we propose the following design guidelines for gestural game control
in spatial skill training games for children: (a) using separate modes for di↵erent spatial operations, (b)
maintaining gestural congruency to spatial concepts, and (c) using static hand posture for same gesture
control.
First (a), defining a clear picture of the correspondence between game modes and the spatial operations
in Table 4.2 could help players concentrate on reasoning about one operation at a time, which could reduce
cognitive load and frustration. Second (b), making sure that the gesture performed is congruent to a spatial
concept aids the construction of that particular concept and strengthens the action-concept link [Lindgren
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and Johnson-Glenberg, 2013] that can improve learning. We formulated the third guideline (c) based on
observations of how the children performed gestures during the study. By using a fixed, static hand posture
for each spatial operation, players can focus more on the mapping between large, simple hand movements
and the virtual objects being manipulated, while also reducing system errors with camera-based gesture
recognition systems like Leap Motion and enabling a consistent (or at least less frustrating) user experience.
These guidelines can be used by game designers to develop more e↵ective adaptive gesture sets for spatial
games, and by educators seeking to engage participants in higher-order thought processes to acquire new
knowledge.
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Chapter 5
Method
The goals of our study were to understand how using gesture controls in video games helps and engages
children to reason and learn in spatial tasks, as well as the di↵erences from using mouse controls. We
investigated the in-game behavior of (1) di↵erent versions of the gesture design, (2) the gestural interface
and the mouse-based interface. The user study was conducted at the Urbana Neighborhood Connections
Center (UNCC), an afterschool program center, and recruited 19 participants through the program director
to participate in a 1-hour study session. Their ages ranged from 8 to 12 (median = 10, mean = 9.84) with
8 of them being female.
5.1 Experiment Design
5.1.1 Procedure
The 1-hour study session contained three main parts: (1) paper-based pretests of spatial skills, (2)
gameplay using both control interfaces, and (3) a post-game survey (See Appendix). The participants would
spend 15 minutes taking three sets of paper-based pretest questions starting with a 2D perspective test of
animal figures, The participants spent 20 minutes playing each version of the game (gesture versus mouse
control) - 40 minutes in total. After playing, they filled out a post-game survey that asked them to indicate
their age and gender and rate how easy, fun, frustrating, and tiring they thought each version of the game
was and why.
For each control interface, the participant first played the Tutorial level, during which we provided
instructions on how the game works, keyboard shortcuts, and mouse and gesture controls for Movement,
Rotation, and changing the game scene’s perspective. We would demonstrate how to perform the gestures
if the participant could not understand from verbal description clearly. Following the Tutorial level, the
participant proceeded to the Cubical level, and then played one of the more challenging levels Rocket Boots or
Sledgehammer. The challenging levels were assigned beforehand to counterbalance the order of the interfaces
they used. If the participant was assigned to play the Rocket Boots when using the mouse-based interface,
they would play the Sledgehammer when using the gestural interface, and vice versa. We tested out the
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Figure 5.1: Experiment procedure.
Notation Measure
Rot The number of rotations performed in a level.
Suc The number of successful attachments in a level.
Err The number of wrong attachment attempts.
Completed The number of levels successfully completed.
CubeTime The completion time of Cubical level. Each participant would play this level
with both interfaces.
ChaTime The completion time of the challenging level. Each participant would play
one challenging level for each interface.
RotPerSuc The number of rotations divided by number of successful attachments.
RotTime The average time spent between each rotation, i.e. completion time divided
by number of rotations.
Table 5.1: Measures for in-game behavior and their notation.
gestural interface with gesture set versions V1 to V3 in two sessions each during our first three visits to
UNCC. All participants after played the game with the final version of gesture set.
5.1.2 In-Game Behavior Metrics
We recorded several di↵erent metrics during the game as listed in Table 5.1. Our primary measures of
interest are Rot, Suc, Err, and Completed in each level, as well as CubeTime and ChaTime since they are
related to the di culty of the tasks and player impulsiveness. Secondary measures of interest derived from
the data collected includes RotPerSuc and RotTimethe time taken to finish divided by number of rotations.
These two metrics gave us a sense of how e↵ectively the children reason to find a path to the correct rotation
of the sub parts, as well as the case where they tend to perform Rotation multiple times without much
reasoning on mental rotation, resulting in less average time.
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Chapter 6
Results
There were 15 participants that played at least 2 levels in both the mouse-controlled and gesture-
controlled versions of construction game. The other 4 participants quit before the end of the study due
to frustration or because their parents picked them up early from the afterschool program. In addition,
we excluded data from the Tutorial level of the game since assistance was provided to the children as they
learned about the game and control.
6.1 Spatial Tests
We analyzed the three pretests’ scores (see Figure 6.1) of each participant but found out that they were
not correlated. The correlations between any 2 of the 3 tests were around 0.3, while the mean = 13.41 and
median = 15 for the Animals test, mean = 3.82 and median = 3 for the Cubes test (smaller than random),
and mean = 2.00 and median = 2 for the Orientation test (smaller than random too as we split the pie into
6 sections when grading.)
Further analysis between the scores of the Animals test and all other game performance metrics did
not show strong correlations for mouse or gesture controlled version either. One possible reason was that
there were ceiling e↵ects with the Animals test, and hence caused us to not see its correlations with the
other two tests. In addition, perhaps since the study was conducted in an afterschool program instead of
during school where the alternative of the study was generally free time rather than schoolwork, it reduced
the participants’ motivation to take three paper-based tests in a row and play the game. All in all, this
suggested that the spatial tests in the study weren’t the greatest measure of spatial ability.
6.2 In-Game Behavior Analysis
First, we analyzed the di↵erences in behavior between the mouse-controlled and gesture-controlled ver-
sions of the construction game to address RQ3. We found that while the number of successful attachments
were fairly close for both versions in the Cubical level (mouse: mean = 4.00, gesture: mean = 3.67) and
Rocket Boots level (mouse: mean = 5.11, gesture: mean = 5.33), participants performed more rotations
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Figure 6.1: Participants’ pretest scores.
Three spatial pretests: Animals and Cubes 2D perspective tests, and Orientation test. The scores were normalized
to the percentage scale.
with the mouse-based interface in both Cubical level (1.63 times more) and Rocket Boots level (1.77 times
more).
Hence, we investigated further the metric RotPerSuc (number of rotations per successful attachment) and
saw a significant di↵erence under a repeated measures t-test; players needed fewer rotations to correctly align
parts when playing with gestural interface than when playing with mouse-based interface (t(27.821) = 2.560,
p = .016). This suggested that the participants may perform more redundant rotations when they played
the mouse-controlled version of the game. Interestingly, the only participant who successfully completed
the Sledgehammer level in gesture-controlled version of the game used only 22 rotations, far fewer than the
number of rotations used other participants who completed the level in mouse-controlled version of the game
(mean = 113.2, max = 187, min = 53).
One possible explanation for these findings is that the mouse-based and gestural interfaces may guide
the participants to play the game in di↵erent ways. For example, the di↵erence in number of rotation
per successful attachment could potential be seen as the participants tended to use the epistemic mode of
immediate ”doing” rather than mediated ”thinking” [Abrahamson and Lindgren, 2014] when tackling the
spatial task in game using the mouse. Borrowing the analogy from Kahneman’s theory of e↵ortless intuition
and deliberate reasoning [Kahneman, 2003], the mouse-based interface could be promoting finding a rapid
and heuristic path to the solution, while the gestural interface may be slower yet encourage more accurate
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Category Survey Response
Like to learn ”You get to learn and have fun doing it”, ”I had a great time learning how
to play the di↵erent ways”
New, challenging experience ”... and the gestures I had fun playing because it’s something I’ve never
used”, ”Because there (they’re) more challenging and the bar thing was
new technology and it takes some thinking”
Enjoy using hand ”Liked to move my hand”, ”My hand is in the game”, ”It’s more fun to use
(gesture)”, ”You have lots of fun and more experiments”
Table 6.1: Survey responses explaining why they liked playing with gestures.
and encourage deliberation. It is important to note that the latter over time can become more e↵ortless and
rapid [Fischbein, 1987, Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1999].
We also found that participants performed less rotations along the y axis when using the gestural interface
across all game levels, possibly due to the ergonomic limitations of the required open hand posture.
Next, we compared the behavior across di↵erent versions of the gesture set as discussed in Section 4.5
focusing on their usability. Of the six children using the first three versions of the gestural interface V1 - V3,
only one kid completed the Cubical level and none of them completed the more challenging Rocket Boots or
Sledgehammer levels. The children using the Final version of gesture set performed far better; 55% of them
completed the Cubical level, and 33% of them completed the more challenging levels. Children also used
less RotPerSuc with the Final version (mean = 4.86) than with V1 - V3 (mean = 8.18). This indicated that
the Final version could facilitate better performance and was easier for the children to learn.
6.3 Survey
We aggregated the post-game survey results attempting to draw insights from them for RQ4. Not
surprisingly, most participants reported that the mouse control was easier to use (n = 11, less frustrating
(n = 13, with reasons like ”Something didn’t work (using gestures)”), and less tiring (n = 8, with reasons
like ”Need to move hands a lot (using gestures)” and ”Arms wouldn’t get tired (using mouse)”).
While still slightly more participants reported that using mouse was more fun (n = 8), the others’
thoughts about the gestural interface, as categorized in Table 6.1, showed their engagement in learning
about the gesture control, having new and challenging experiences and using their hands in the game. And
a few participants (n = 4) reported that the gestural interface was either easier to use or more preferable to
play with, particularly for those playing with the Final version.
Even though the children’s familiarity with mouse control may give them an advantage in performance
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or learnability, the additional di culties introduced by our gesture-controlled version could potentially en-
hance recall and transfer during the learning process because of desirable di culties [Bjork and Bjork, 2011].
To sum up, the spatial reasoning tests we selected for the study should be reconsidered as we did not find
correlation among themselves and between the tests and the performance of participants for spatial tasks in
the game. The game behavior on the other hand has a di↵erence in RotPerSuc, where the participants made
less rotation operations for each successful attachment when playing with the gesture-controlled version.
The Final version of the gesture set design also showed better results in terms of level completion rate and
RotPerSuc over design V1 - V3. Lastly, more participants reported in the survey that they preferred to use
the mouse-based interface, while we still saw the responses displayed interests for learning and playing with
the gestural interface new to them.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented a gesture-based interface for a spatial learning game and discussed the iterative process
of gestural interaction design, as well as results that supported the notion that gestures can potentially
help students learn spatial skills. The construction video game features were designed to map with spatial
abilities including mental rotation and projection for training players. We experimented with a series of
gesture control designs following the concept of gesture congruency for spatial operations. Drawing from our
design process, we extracted three guidelines for future development of gestural interaction in spatial skill
training games to encourage learning and engage students during the game.
Our results indicated that when using gesture control, children tended to deliberate longer about their
in-game actions than when playing using mouse control. While the children found the mouse controls to be
the less tiring and easier to learn, gesture control provided more engaging and desired di culties that helped
children practice embodied interaction when learning. Although the evaluation involved a limited number
of students, the results were in general supportive of the notion that the current design approach is useful
for generating embodied games for training spatial skills for children.
In the future, we expect that a large scale user study with more participants and for a longer period
of time to evaluate its results will provide more insights into the details of how these gestures set can
be designed to enhance learning. As for the gesture design, it would also be interesting to explore how
uninstructed players would gesture when asked to perform spatial operations in our game with the method
of Wizard of Oz like in [Krekhov et al., 2017, Fikkert et al., 2010]. The design space for embodiment and
spatial cognition addressed in [Clifton et al., 2016] also highlights areas the opportunities to expand our
spatial learning game to incorporate more spatial reasoning skills.
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Appendix A: Spatial Tests & Survey
The following includes the actual paper-based spatial tests and survey form used in our study:
• Mental Rotation Test (MRT) Animal Figures Test
• MRT Cube Figures Test
• Perspective Taking/Spatial Orientation Test
• Post-game Survey Form
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Perspective Taking/Spatial O
rientation Test
D
eveloped by M
ary H
egarty, M
aria Kozhevnikov, D
avid W
aller
This package contains:
test instructions
• 
test
• 
answ
er key
• 
It is im
portant that the instructions are follow
ed carefully w
hen adm
inistering the test. In particular, 
participants should not be allow
ed to m
ake any m
arks on the diagram
 show
ing the conﬁguration of 
objects, and they should not be allow
ed to rotate the test booklet.
Further inform
ation on the ability m
easured by this test can be found in the follow
ing publications. 
This version of the test w
as used by H
egarty and W
aller (2004) and is a revised version of the test 
used by K
ozhevnikov and H
egarty (2001).
H
egarty, M
., &
 W
aller, D
. (2004). A
 dissociation betw
een m
ental rotation and perspective-
taking spatial abilities. Intelligence, 32, 175-191.
K
ozhevnikov, M
., &
 H
egarty, M
. (2001). A
 dissociation betw
een object-m
anipulation and 
perspective-taking spatial abilities. M
em
ory &
 C
ognition, 29, 745-756.
For electronic copies of those publications and this test package, see: 
http://w
w
w
.psych.ucsb.edu/~hegarty/
©
 U
niversity of California, Santa Barbara
Redraw
n January 2008
Spatial O
rientation Test
This is a test of your ability to im
agine different perspectives or orientations in space. O
n each of the 
follow
ing pages you w
ill see a picture of an array of objects and an “arrow
 circle” w
ith a question 
about the direction betw
een som
e of the objects. For the question on each page, you should im
agine 
that you are standing at one object in the array (w
hich w
ill be nam
ed in the center of the circle) and 
facing another object, nam
ed at the top of the circle. Your task is to draw
 an arrow
 from
 the center 
object show
ing the direction to a third object from
 this facing orientation.
Look at the sam
ple item
 on the next page. In this item
 you are asked to im
agine that you are standing 
at the ﬂow
er, w
hich is nam
ed in the center of the circle, and facing the tree, w
hich is nam
ed at the top 
of the circle. Your task is to draw
 an arrow
 pointing to the cat. In the sam
ple item
 this arrow
 has been 
draw
n for you. In the test item
s, your task is to draw
 this arrow. C
an you see that if you w
ere at the 
ﬂow
er facing the tree, the cat w
ould be in this direction? Please ask the experim
enter now
 if you have 
any questions about w
hat you are required to do.
There are 12 item
s in this test, one on each page. For each item
, the array of objects is show
n at the 
top of the page and the arrow
 circle is show
n at the botom
. Please do not pick up or turn the test book-
let, and do not m
ake any m
arks on the m
aps. Try to m
ark the correct directions but do not spend too 
m
uch tim
e on any one question.
You w
ill have 5 m
inutes for this test.
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Spatial O
rientation Test 
 
 
 
????: __________________
Exam
ple:
Im
agine you are standing at the flow
er and facing the tree.
Point to the cat.
cat
flow
er
tree
1.  
Im
agine you are standing at the car and facing the traﬃ
c light. 
Point to the stop sign.
car
traﬃ
c
light
37
2.  
Im
agine you are standing at the cat and facing the tree. 
Point to the car.
cat
tree
3.  
Im
agine you are standing at the stop sign and facing the cat. 
Point to the house.
stop
sign
cat
38
4.  
Im
agine you are standing at the cat and facing the flow
er. 
Point to the car.
cat
flow
er
5.  
Im
agine you are standing at the stop sign and facing the tree. 
Point to the traﬃ
c light.
stop
sign
tree
39
6.  
Im
agine you are standing at the stop sign and facing the flow
er. 
Point to the car.
stop
sign
flow
er
7.  
Im
agine you are standing at the traﬃ
c light and facing the house. 
Point to the flow
er.
traﬃ
c
light
house
40
8.  
Im
agine you are standing at the house and facing the flow
er. 
Point to the stop sign.
house
flow
er
9.  
Im
agine you are standing at the car and facing the stop sign. 
Point to the tree.
car
stop
sign
41
10.  Im
agine you are standing at the traﬃ
c light and facing the cat. 
Point to the car.
traﬃ
c
light
cat
11.  Im
agine you are standing at the tree and facing the flow
er. 
Point to the house.
tree
flow
er
42
12.  Im
agine you are standing at the cat and facing the house. 
Point to the traﬃ
c light.
cat
house
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Post-Gameplay ​ ​Survey 
 
 
Name ​ ​:​ ​____________________________ ​ ​​ ​​ ​​ ​Age ​ ​:​ ​_________ ​ ​​ ​​ ​​ ​Gender​ ​:​ ​​▢​ ​​​ ​Female ​ ​​ ​​▢​ ​​Male  
 
1. Which​ ​way ​ ​of​ ​playing​ ​the ​ ​game ​ ​is ​ ​easier? 
▢​ ​using ​ ​the ​ ​mouse ▢​ ​using ​ ​gestures ▢​ ​Both ​ ​are ​ ​equally​ ​easy 
 
Why? 
 
 
 
2. Which​ ​way ​ ​of​ ​playing​ ​the ​ ​game ​ ​is ​ ​more ​ ​fun? 
▢​ ​using ​ ​gestures ▢​ ​using ​ ​the ​ ​mouse ▢​ ​Both ​ ​are ​ ​equally​ ​fun 
 
Why? 
 
 
 
3. Which​ ​way ​ ​of​ ​playing​ ​is ​ ​more ​ ​frustrating? 
▢​ ​using ​ ​the ​ ​mouse ▢​ ​using ​ ​gestures ▢​ ​Both ​ ​are ​ ​equally​ ​frustrating 
 
Why? 
 
 
4. Which​ ​way ​ ​of​ ​playing​ ​the ​ ​game ​ ​is ​ ​more ​ ​tiring? 
▢​ ​using ​ ​gestures ▢​ ​using ​ ​the ​ ​mouse ▢​ ​Both ​ ​are ​ ​equally​ ​tiring 
 
Why? 
 
 
 
5. Overall,​ ​which​ ​way ​ ​do​ ​you​ ​prefer ​ ​to​ ​play ​ ​the ​ ​game? 
 ▢​ ​​ ​​using ​ ​the ​ ​mouse ▢​ ​​using ​ ​gestures ▢​ ​​I​ ​like ​ ​both ​ ​the ​ ​same 
 
Why? 
   
 
 
6. How​ ​easy ​ ​was ​ ​it​ ​to​ ​learn​ ​the ​ ​controls ​ ​of​ ​the ​ ​game? 
 
 
 
7. Is ​ ​there ​ ​anything​ ​else ​ ​you’d​ ​like ​ ​to​ ​tell​ ​me ​ ​about​ ​the ​ ​game? 
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